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Introduction

Firstly, welcome to The Able Trading free forex course.
We know you want to get to the juicy stuff.
Please understand whatever you may want to skip for now you will be required
to be looked over at some point because it is necessary to your path to success.
We were in your position once and undertook a path whereby we came full
circle.
Meaning, we hopped around looking for the forex trading secret sauce, only to
realize it doesn't exist.
Had there been a free forex course like this in one place when we started it
would have saved a lot of time of the learning curve.
In this forex course is the fundamental basics used in price action trading that
we still use to this day to make a consistent profit.
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Firstly, trading the financial markets or specifically, the Forex market requires a
certain amount of knowledge.
Not just any knowledge, the right Knowledge.
That's what this Forex course is all about.
There is a lot of misinformation out there.
Some of this information is helpful and some of it is not.
So, what is true and what isn't when it comes to trading Forex?
Our aim with this Forex course is to provide you with a basic understanding.

Furthermore, we want to be concise on what knowledge is required to become a
successful forex trader.
In this Forex course, we will cover the fundamentals and areas of focus that
should be worked on to stay on the right path of learning to trade forex.
Finally, by the end of this forex course, you will have enough information to feel
comfortable to move forward with your journey on becoming a trader.
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Included in This Course

PRICE CHART
The price chart depicts the price change of the underlying
currency pair. We go through the charts characteristics. The
chart is where you will spend a lot of time observing price
behaviour. You will also be making trade decisions based on
what you see.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS AND INDICATORS
Technical analysis can aid the trader in making better informed
decisions on Risk, when to enter and exit a trade. As well as aid
you identifying trends and potential reversal points.

TRADING STRATEGY
We delve into what a trading strategy is. What should be
included in your strategy and also touch on the importance of a
backtested trading strategy.

PLACING A TRADE
In this section we look at a deal ticket and how to place a trade
with a broker. We also take a look at the all important margin
and leverage.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
We look at a smart approach to putting this all together to give
you a fighting chance of becoming successful.
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Part 1
What is the Forex Market

So, we will be brief here, but you should get to know the market you are going to
trade.
Forex, also known as Foreign exchange, FX or currencies, is a decentralized
global market where all the world's currencies trade.
The forex market is the largest, most liquid market in the world.
An average daily trading volume exceeds $5 trillion which is a lot more than all
the world's combined stock markets!
Why does this matter? Because Forex is a liquid market it is easier to buy and
sell.
Foreign Exchange; Essentially what $1.27 will exchange into £1 today may be
different tomorrow.
This is because of supply and demand for any given currency.
The FX market is used by:

Consumers before going on holiday exchanging currency for another.
Corporations, one reason would be for exchanging currency to acquire a
business in another country (M&A).
Hedging purposes, airlines may need to change the currency to purchase
Futures and protect themselves from downside risk if Oil increases in price in
the future.
Speculators; Hedge Funds, Investment Banks, Pension funds and individuals,
etc...
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Part 2
Currency Pairs and How to Read them.
A currency pair is just that, a pair.
FX is always in a pair.
In the instance of the worlds reserve currency the USD it is also versus a basket
of other currencies as well as in single pairs.
For example, the DXY is the U.S. Dollar index.
This is a $ weighted mean price versus
●
●
●
●
●
●

Euro (EUR), 57.6% weight
Japanese yen (JPY) 13.6% weight
Pound sterling (GBP), 11.9% weight
Canadian dollar (CAD), 9.1% weight
Swedish krona (SEK), 4.2% weight
Swiss franc (CHF) 3.6% weight
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Back to a standard currency pair.

Below is a picture of the USD/JPY (US Dollar / Japanese Yen)

The first currency is the base currency.
This denominates always as 1 unit of currency. i.e. $1
The quote currency fluctuates with supply and demand.
Therefore the quote currency will increase and decrease against the base
currency of $1
Trading this pair if you were 'bullish' the USD and 'bearish' JPY you would buy
this pair.
If you were 'bearish' the USD and 'bullish' JPY you would sell this pair.
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Part 3
A price chart is a visual representation of a currency pairs' 'price action' over a
chosen time period.
The price chart is a Japanese Candlestick chart.

The above price chart is of the USD/JPY currency pair.
The time frame of the price chart is of the daily period.
That means each candle represents one full day of the price action in (24
hours).
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How to read an individual candle is fairly simple and is detailed below.

This is a Japanese Candlestick.
A green candle shows that the price for the currency pair has increased over
that period.

For example;

If the candle was on a daily chart, that would be formed over one day (24 hours)
The body of the candle is where the price open and closes.
In this case, the candle being green shows the price has increased.
The wicks (or shadows) show where the price was in that same time period.
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Another example would be a 4-hour chart.
This candle would be formed over 4 hours instead of one day.
Depending on which time frame you choose for your chart the candle will be
formed over that period.

This is a Japanese Candlestick.
A red candle shows that the price for the currency pair has decreased over that
period.
The body of the candle is where the price open and closes.
In this case, the candle being red shows the price has decreased.
The body of the candle closed lower than it opened.
Therefore the body of the candle it is red.
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The chart has an axis across the bottom and on the right-hand side.
The bottom axis is the time period.
On lower time frames such as 1 hour, you may only have a month showing.
A higher time frame such as the daily and weekly, you may have multiple
months showing or even years.
The right-hand side of the chart you have the price of the currency pair.
Currency price increments are in Pips (Percentage in Point)
Major Currency pairs are priced to four decimal places.
For example, the USD/JPY pair and EUR/USD will be as follows.
The USD/JPY is different because of the lower value versus other major
currencies.
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When you put all of the information together from a price chart you have a
series of candles at various price points.
Some candles are green others are red.
Now you know why!
From what has been included so far in this Forex Course you should be able to
read a forex chart.
Don't worry if it seems to be a little confusing at first.
Like any course of learning, it takes some time to digest.
Be patient with yourself and keep at it.
Perseverance plays a big part in success.
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Part 4
Technical Analysis and Indicators
On this Forex course, we have included the core principles what we use to
make a consistent profit.
In this section, we will share what indicators we use.
Technical Analysis and indicators help us to map out the market.
The Indicators and Technical analysis that we use are as follows;
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bollinger Bands
Moving Averages
MACD (Moving Average Convergence Divergence)
RSI (Relative Strength Index)
Support and Resistance
Trend Lines

Bollinger Bands
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Bollinger bands Click for more information on the details of this indicator itself.
How we specifically use Bollinger bands is in conjunction with multiple indicator
analysis.
Also with multi-time frame analysis.
This is the practice of observing the same currency pair price on different time
frames.
Such as; Monthly, weekly, daily, 4hour and 1 hour.
Drilling down analysis and looking for confluences between time frames and
indicators.
Essentially the Bollinger band tends to be pierced at extreme levels from the
average (mean)
A reversion to the mean is the price move that is what we look to capitalize on.

Moving Averages
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Moving Average Click for more information on the details of this indicator itself.
How we specifically use moving averages is for a multitude of reasons.
This could be to aid the identification of a price trend.
We also use them for setting out risk parameters and possibly for targets to take
profits.
Used correctly the moving average can really help map out the market.
This can give you a good indication of where the price is likely to go.

MACD & RSI

RSI and MACD Click for more information on the details of this indicator itself.
Both the RSI and MACD can help with identifying turning points in the market.
Used with all the indicators already mentioned and with the practice of reading
the price chart you can begin to develop a good idea of where the price is likely
to turn.
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Indicators all together

I'm sure when you look at the chart above with all the indicators on there it may
seem confusing and possibly quite messy.
Again, you have to give it time to practice getting your eye-in observing price.
This will only come with time and experience.
Using all these indicators correctly is what makes me money from the forex
market.
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Support and Resistance

Support and Resistance  Click here to learn more about support and
resistance.
How we use support and resistance is not as stand-alone analysis.
All indicators and tools are used with one another.
When you are able to put this all together it becomes your trading your tool kit.
Using each tool correctly can aid the probability of getting the price direction
correct.
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Support

Support is a price level below current price whereby it seems the currency pair
seems to be supported, acting as a floor.
This support is because of the demand for the currency pair.
Buying the currency pair keeps the price at a certain price level zone.
If you look at the above chart you can see where price reacts at certain price
levels by the green horizontal lines.
Resistance

Resistance is a price level above current price whereby it seems the currency
pair seems to be resisted, acting as a ceiling.
Selling the currency pair keeps the price at a certain price level zone.
If you look at the above chart you can see where price reacts at certain price
levels by the red horizontal lines.
When the price is close to support or resistance we observe closely.
Using the other indicators and reading the price there could be an opportunity
for a trade.
Note

Support and Resistance are rarely a perfect price point(line) and tend to be a
pricing zone covering various price points.
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Support and Resistance Zone

Trend lines
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Trend Lines Click to read more about them here.
How we use trend lines is much of the same as support and resistance.
Trend lines are respected price points and are at angles as opposed to
horizontal.
As a rule of thumb, a price touch of 3 times constitutes a trend line.
The higher the time frame and the more touches the more respected price tends
to be.

Weekly Trend Lines

On this weekly chart of the USD/JPY, you can see the price respect the trend
lines.
Again, the price reaction is never perfect and on the line, if you recall it is a
zone.
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Part 5
Trading Strategy
In a Forex course that is given access for free such as this one, we haven't seen
much information on the importance of a trading strategy.
When we first started trading we didn't know what a strategy even meant?
A strategy is the most important aspect of any trading approach.
A methodology, approach, and set of rules used to enter and exit the market
make a trading strategy.
Quite simply put, it's a plan!
A Trading strategy could include any number of rules and conditions

This could be conditions and rules such as;
Trading off of support and resistance levels that have been tested more than
three times on a weekly chart.
Taking trades that have a price target of 3 x more than is risked, known as a
ratio of 3:1
Looking to go long(buying) a currency pair when it's above the 50ma on the 4h
chart and above the 200ma on the daily chart.
Or looking to go short(selling) a currency pair when it's below the 50ma on a 4h
chart and below the 200ma on the daily chart.
Note

This is a very crude and simple example and is not by no means a thorough and
complete trading strategy.
In reality, there is no one set of rules to make up a trading strategy.
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Backtesting
Backtesting a trading strategy is very important.
There are in-depth details written by us here

Part 6
Placing A Trade
Placing a trade is similar with different brokers.
What will be different is whether you are spread betting in the spot Forex market
or trading the spot Forex market.
When spread betting your trade a stake per pip.
For example, say a £1.00 stake is placed.

This deal ticket is from IG Markets and has a simple lay
out
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Deal Ticket
The deal ticket has a sell and buy price.
Can you see the difference?
That is called the spread.
In this case, it is 0.7 pip.
This spread is the difference between the sell and buy price.
This sometimes known as the Offer and Bid or Ask and Bid.
The broker will keep the spread for the cost of doing business.
● Size = Stake. In this example £1.00
● Stop = Stop Loss Order. Where you set your order to get out of your
position when the market goes against you.
● Limit = Limit Order. Where you will set your order to take profits.
● Net off = If this is switched on and you already have a long position in
USD/JPY and you wanted to go short this would execute the trade and
you would be out of the market.
● Force open = If this option is switched on and your you already have a
long trade in USD/JPY and you wanted to go short this would execute the
trade and you would be long and short at the same time.
If you do not use a spread betting broker you may use a broker that has
DMA (Direct Market Access) to the spot forex exchange.
In this case, you will trade 'lots' you can read more here.
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Margin and Leverage

Leverage and margin create an opportunity for retail traders to trade on
the financial markets.
Equally, where there is increased opportunity there is heightened risk too.
Watch this short 2 minute video on the subject.

To place a trade.
You would choose your stake size in relation to your risk.
Risk being where you put your stop-loss order.
Usually that is between 1-2% of your capital.
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In the above chart is an example of the risk to reward at a ratio of 2:1.
1R represents 1 unit of risk.
For example on a £2500.00 account.
If you were comfortable risking 2% on each trade.
That would amount to £50.00.
Therefore, if your stake is £1.00 your stop loss would be 50 pips away from your
entry = £50.00
2R represents 2 units of reward because there is twice as much banked than
risked = £100.00
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Part 7
Putting it all together
Forex Course

This free forex course is full of information that is required to be learned.
In our experience learning bite-size chunks, repeating and digesting is the best
way.
With this forex course, we wanted to give you a basic understanding of forex
trading.
It is possible to succeed we are an example of that.
Richard the Founder of Able Trading didn't always trade full time.

He was in your position once.
The best advice we can give, do not cut corners.
Cutting corners will lead you back to the beginning, full circle.
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